Molecular dynamics simulations (MD) employing multibody potentials were used to simulate sodium trisilicate glass (Na2O • 3SiO2). A multibody term has been added to a pair potential in order to incorporate the bond directionality which is expected for the partially covalent silicate structure. The structure of the glass was analyzed and results were compared to those found using two-body potentials and molecular statics, as well as to experimental results found using x-ray diffraction, XPS, NMR, and EXAFS. Current results compared favorably to experiment and showed improvement over results obtained using two-body potentials. Nearest neighbor distances and coordination numbers agreed well with published data. Although two-body potentials normally show overcoordinated silicon (>4.3) and broad O-Si-0 tetrahedral angle distributions, in this study all silicon exhibited tetrahedral coordination (4.0) and the O-Si-0 bond angle distribution was markedly sharpened. The number of nonbridging oxygens was shown to be nearly equal to the number of sodium ions present, and a reasonable distribution of Qi species was found. The overall structure closely resembled the modified network structure of glass proposed experimentally, with silicon tetrahedra remaining intact and sodium ions breaking up the network through the creation of nonbridging oxygens.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulations have been used rather extensively to simulate the structure of silica and silicate glasses.1"8 Many of these studies have focused on alkali silicates1'4"7 and sodium silicates1'5"7 in particular. Until recently most MD simulations have used effective two-body potentials as the basis of atomic interactions.1"7 Although simulation results have reasonably agreed with those found experimentally,10"23 this approach is sometimes criticized because the pair potential does not take into consideration the partial covalency which is normally associated with the silica structure. Feuston and Garofalini8 have recently developed a three-body potential that introduces bond directionality in the vitreous silica structure. The three-body potential acts to restrict the deviation of the tetrahedral angle, </>O-si-o> from its theoretically expected value of 109.5°. The three-body potential is discussed extensively by Feuston and Garofalini in the MD study of silica glass.8
The purpose of this study was to examine the applicability of the three-body potential to sodium silicate glass. The glass structure obtained using this new empirical threebody potential has been analyzed and results have been compared with those found using two-body potentials,1"7 as well as those found through various experimental means including x-ray diffraction, 1^14 XPS,1819 EXAFS,15'16 neutron scattering,17 and NMR.20"23 Section II outlines the computational procedure used in these MD simulations. Section III presents the results and discussion thereof including subsections on general structure (III.A), coordination (III.B), the bridging to nonbridging oxygen ratio (III.C), and Q species distribution (III.D). A summary follows in Sec. IV.
II. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
A modified form of the Born-Mayer-Huggins (BMH) two-body potential was used to describe interactions between pairs of atoms, i and j , separated by a distance r,y as follows:
where rtj is the distance between atoms i and j , qt is the formal ionic charge, and Aip p, and ptj are constants. Details of the terms in this potential, especially with respect to the usage of the /3y term, have been presented previously.24'25 Briefly, Atj is used to obtain the appropriate cation-anion bond distance. The /3y term, rather than being the normal size dependent-species independent convergence term within the complementary error function, is a constant for cation-anion pairs, cation-cation pairs, and anion-anion pairs and is size independent.
In addition to the BMH potential, a three-body contribution at central atom i and near neighbors j and k was introduced according to the following form:
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where cos^ = angle subtended by r, -, -and rik with vertex at i, and A. , -, yh and r\ are constants. Additional details concern-ing this potential are discussed by Feuston and Garofalini.8 The parameters used in formulations (1) and (2), given in Table I , were taken from a set which gave good results for bulk silica during the parameter search for that system. Since the intent of the current study is to determine the applicability of this potential, which works well for silica, to simulate sodium silicate, no reparameterization occurred. A bulk Na2O • 3SiO2 glass of 384 atoms was simulated using periodic boundary conditions in three dimensions with an appropriate volume for sodium trisilicate glass.26 The starting configuration was taken from a previous study,5 the only change being the introduction of the three-body potential between atoms and constant Py values for species pairs. A 3000 K melt was brought to equilibrium at room temperature over a total time period of 30 ps, reaching equilibrium at 3000 K, 1500 K, and 300 K. At each temperature throughout cooling, velocities were rescaled for the first 2.5 ps of each run and then continued at constant energy for the next 7.5 ps. The MD time step used ps.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. General structure
The structure of the simulated sodium trisilicate glass was determined through the use of the radial distribution function (RDF), bond angle distribution, and coordination number analysis. The RDF in Fig. 1 indicates distinct local order without long-range order, which is characteristic for glasses. Nearest neighbor distances and coordination numbers were calculated for each atomic pair and appear in Table II distance of 1.60 A (see Fig. 1 ). These tetrahedra were connected in a network structure through the sharing of bridging oxygens with neighboring tetrahedra. The bond angle distribution for the tetrahedral angle, (£O-si-o> w a s relatively narrow, as is shown in Fig. 2 . The presence of only 4-coordinated silicon and a sharp tetrahedral angle (avg. = 109.5° ± 6°) indicate a high level of local order. These values are in close agreement with those found experimentally and expected from theoretical considerations. The perfect tetrahedral coordination of Si is a marked improvement over the previous MD studies using two-body potentials, which gave a large percentage of overcoordinated silicon. Soules1 and unpublished work by this group3 show Si-O coordinations >4.3 for sodium silicate glass using pair potentials alone. Oxygen-oxygen and Si-Si distances of 2.60 A and 3.14 A, respectively (Table II) , also agree reasonably well with experimental findings. Radial distribution functions for each of these showed sharp peaks, further indicating distinct local order. Feuston and Garofalini8 found similar results in their analysis of silica glass obtained from MD using the three-body potential. Optimization of parameters was not attempted for the study presented here. In the parameter search in simulations of silica, Feuston and Garofalini found that slight changes in the parameters could be used to optimize bond lengths without altering overall structures. Since the results presented here are already close to experimental data, such optimization would not alter the important result concerning the applicability of the new potential to simulate alkali silicate glasses more accurately than previous simulations.
The random network theory of glass structure proposes that while there is local order in the range of 1A-5A, this order is quickly lost beyond these distances. The results of this study coincide with the existence of welldefined local order and the introduction of randomness due to a broad distribution of the Si-O-Si bridging bond angle. Figure 3 shows the Si-O-Si bond angle distribution with an average Si-O-Si angle of 149° and a large half width of 14°. In sodium silicate glasses the introduction of sodium atoms further modifies and randomizes the network structure of the (SiO4)~4 tetrahedra.
The role of sodium in a silicate glass has traditionally been viewed as a network modifier.12 Figure 4 illustrates the classical interpretation of the structure of a sodium silicate glass in two dimensions. Alkali is believed to modify the network structure of a silicate glass through the creation of nonbridging oxygens virtually equaling the number of sodium atoms. The average Na-O distance was 2.42 A, which agrees well with the range of values shown in Table II . Sodium-silicon and Na-Na distances were be- tween 3.28 and 3.35 A and 3.03 and 3.13 A, respectively. The RDF peaks for these atom pairs are quite broad, and thus a range of values is given rather than a distinct distance. Other findings, both experimental and simulated, also show a similarly broad peak in the same range of distances.1'7'912 The N a -0 peak was also broader than the Si-O, O-O, and Si-Si peaks, though not as broad as the Na-Si and Na-Na peaks. This indicates a breakdown of the network structure which is associated with increasing oxygen-cation distance and the presence of the sodium atom.
B. Coordination
The subject of how atomic coordination is determined warrants some discussion. In the analysis of glass structure the coordination number is defined in practice as the average number of nearest neighbor atoms surrounding the central atom. An atom is considered a nearest neighbor if it lies within a given radius (rm) of the central atom. However, the value of rNN is not well defined. The cutoff, rNN, is properly chosen as the distance corresponding to the first minimum following the first maximum in the RDF. This cutoff is easily chosen for a sharply defined peak such as the one shown for the RDF in Fig. 1 . Whether rNN is chosen at 1.8 A or 2.3 A from this RDF, the Si-0 coordination will still be 4.0. Earlier it was stated that results of MD simulations using the two-body potential have normally reported sodium silicate glasses with S i -0 coordinations of >4.3 using a cutoff of 2.1 A.1'3 This is a reasonable rNN for the Si-0 RDFs presented for these results. Differing from this result, in an MD study of sodium silicates which used a two-body potential,6 Tesar and Varshneya reported an Si-0 coordination of 4 for 96% of the silicon ions in the glasses studied. However, the rNN chosen in that study was 1.82 A while the tail end of the Si-0 peaks presented in their figures reached a minimum at ~2.2 A. If oxygen atoms located beyond 1.82 A were included in the determination of Si-0 coordination, the resultant value may have approached the normally reported coordination >4.3. Determining coordination for the other atom pairs, O-O, Si-Si, N a -0 , Na-Si, and Na-Na, becomes increasingly difficult due to the overlapping of first and second neighbor shells. As the nearest neighbor peak becomes wider and does not reach a distinct minimum, choosing rNN becomes increasingly arbitrary. For this reason, when comparing coordination numbers it should be kept in mind that a lower rNN may significantly lower the coordination number (a higher rNN may raise the coordination number). As an example, if rm for 0 -0 is chosen at 3.2 A, the resulting coordination will be 7.1. However, if rm is chosen at 3.0 A, the resulting coordination will be 4.8. Perhaps the more enlightening presentation of coordination results is in the form of a coordination vs distance curve, as presented in Fig. 5 for S i -0 pairs.
C. Bridging oxygen to nonbridging oxygen ratio
The analysis of nonbridging oxygen concentrations in alkali-modified silicate glasses has been the focus of several studies which employed XPS (X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy).1819 It is proposed that each alkali ion will create and will be associated with a nonbridging oxygen. This suggests that nonbridging oxygens will be present in direct proportion to the concentration of alkali in a silicate glass. The ratio of the number of bridging oxygens in the glass to the number of nonbridging oxygens is expressed as a ratio, R.K The equation which describes this expectation is given as,
where X is the concentration of alkali oxide in the glass, XNa2O • (1 -X)SiO2. Note that this equation holds true only for alkali oxide concentrations less than 33.3%. tions (Table III) . Bridging oxygen to nonbridging oxygen ratios of 2.6 and 2.4 were found for sodium trisilicate glass, and analysis of other concentrations of sodium silicate glass showed reasonable values as well. The results of the simulations presented here show a ratio of bridging to nonbridging oxygen of 2.5 for sodium trisilicate glass; the glass studied contained 64 sodium atoms and 65 NBOs. This result coincides with the previously described ideal model. Sodium ions were present in association with nonbridging oxygens throughout the glassy network.
D. Q species
The distribution of g, species within the silicate glass was also determined. The Qt species describe the concentration of tetrahedra, Q, with i bridging oxygen. They include Qo, 2 i , Qi, Q3, and Q4 species, the Qo having 0 bridging oxygens around a silicon, and QA having 4 bridging oxygens and no nonbridging oxygens around a silicon. Each silicon tetrahedron was analyzed, and the number of bridging oxygen and nonbridging oxygen around each was determined. The glass exhibited a predominance of Q4 and Q3 as well as a smaller percentage of Q2 and <2,; no Qo were found (see Table IV ).
Several studies have analyzed the concentration of Qt species in silicate glasses using magic angle spinning NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance).20"23 These studies also show a predominance of Q4 and Q3 for sodium silicate glasses with composition less than 33.3% sodium oxide. As sodium concentration increased from 0% to 33.3%, Q3 species are created from Q4 species as the sodium creates more nonbridging oxygens. At 33.3% sodium oxide, the glass has been fully converted to Q3 and then as more Na2O is added Q2 species are created from Q3 species, etc. This sequence of events is expected theoretically,20^22 and is reinforced by experimental results.20"22 These results This may be explained in two ways. In their analysis of the NMR spectra20'21 the authors assumed that there could be only two species types present at any given alkali concentration. This assumption was based on a uniform sodium distribution in the glass, with each tetrahedron forming one nonbridging oxygen before any other tetrahedron could form two or more. Therefore, when analyzing the NMR spectra the ratio of species was calculated on the basis of only the two largest peaks (e.g., only g4 and <23 peaks were considered for Na2O concentration less than 33.3%). This procedure automatically disallows the inclusion of lower species types as were found in the present study. Schneider,22 in an NMR study of this subject, considers the possible existence of the lower Qt species and allows for the existence of 5-10% of lower species types, which would coincide with our findings quite well.
The existence of lower species types also suggests the presence of sodium clustering in the network. This contradicts the previously mentioned assumption that the sodium is uniformly distributed in the glass. The location of several sodium ions near a single tetrahedron or a group of tetrahedra in the silicate structure would be expected to lead to a low Q species due to the predominance of nonbridging oxygens in the region.
IV. CONCLUSION
The addition of a three-body term to the Born-MayerHuggins two-body potential was found to increase the similarity of MD simulation results of sodium trisilicate glass with published experimental results. Nearest neighbor distances and coordination numbers coincided well with experiment. Improvement in the degree of local order occurred due to the introduction of bond directionality through the addition of the three-body term. Silicon coordination was consistent at 4.0 and the tetrahedral angle was sharpened in comparison to molecular dynamics results which used only two-body potentials. Concentrations of Qi species and the ratio of bridging oxygen to nonbridging oxygen also compared reasonably with theoretically expected and experimentally determined results. Although the silicate glass displayed a modified network structure due to structural break-up caused by the sodium ions, the glass maintained a high level of local order at the level of the silicon tetrahedron. Thus, the application of a threebody potential in MD simulations of multi-component silicate glasses proved to be encouraging. 
